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A:Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word.(2)
( bend – industry – locate - mood - posture )
1. She always moves into the same …………..for the cameras .
2. I’m very tired , and not in the ………………..to argue .
3. ………….your knees when you lift heavy things .
4. Can you ……………. France on this map ?
B: Match the following definitions in column A with the words in column B.
There is one extra item in column B.(1.5)
A
B
5. to a large degree
6. change old materials to use them again
7. without any sudden changes

a)recycle
b)forecast
c)mainly
d)smoothly

C: choose the best answer.(1.5)
8. I just want to …………..how important it is for people to learn a foreign language .
a)enhance
b)encourage
c)emphasize
d)embarrass
9. We need stronger laws to protect the …………from pollution .
a)environment
b)extinction
c)projection
d)achievement
10. Earthquakes cause a lot of …………….to the buildings .
a)definition
b)destruction
c)distraction
d)description
D:Fill in the blanks with the suitable words of your own.(1)
11. The plates f…………on the mantle below the crust .
12. The average of a region’s weather over a period of time is c…………… .
13. Move sth up and down and from side to side is called s……….. .
14. Exercise makes your m………… stronger.

II: Grammar
A:Choose the best answer.(1.5)
15. The company will inform me next week …………..they will employ me or not .
a)since
b)however
c)because
d)whether
16. He had ………….severe headache that he couldn’t sleep last night .
a)such a
b)such
c)so
d)enough
17. The tree ………..in the storm last night was very old .
a)was broken b)breaking
c)that breaking
d)broken

B:Rewrite the following sentences using the reduced form of the underlined parts.(1)
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18. The houses that were built in this area are very expensive .
………………………………………………………………………… .
19. The man who repairs these cars is Ali’s uncle .
………………………………………………………………………… .
C:Combine the following sentences using the words in parentheses.(2)
20. It was cold weather . No one could stay out .(such)
…………………………………………………………… .
21. Ramin is very strong. He can lift that heavy box. (so)
……………………………………………………………
D:Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs in parentheses(1)
22. When I saw that funny film, I couldn’t help ……………. (to laugh)
23. That man was made …………the money .(to give back)
24. You can add variety to your speech by …………..personal stories .(to use)
25. He …………….. me many letters since he went to London. (to send)

III: Sentence Function
Match the items in the column A with the suitable phrases in column B to make meaningful
sentences. (1)
A
B
26. Exercise is important ………………
27. During an earthquake……………..
28. Solar system is ……….
29. To add variety to you speech…………..

a) stand away from telephone lines .
b) since it keeps you in shape.
c) the sun and planets orbiting it.
e) change the speed of your words.
d) because it is very far.

IV: Comprehension:
A: Sentence Comprehension: Read the following sentences and choose the best choice.(2)
30. When you are stronger and are able to do things better , you can feel better about yourself.
In other words , exercise …………………..
a)supports your muscles and joints
b)brings more oxygen to your lungs
c)can help you happy
d)can make you feel proud
31. Saying that an earthquake is going to happen is not really predicting earthquakes , but it would
be true because ……………………. .
a)an earthquake happened today
b)thousands earthquakes happen each day
c)the plates of the crust are always moving
d)the earth always shakes badly
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B:Cloze passage:
Fill in the blanks with the words from the list below. There is one extra word.(1.5)
( damages - protect - suddenly – occur - provide - locate - predict )
When there is an earthquake , the earth’s crust …..32…….starts to shake . In some strong ones ,
earthquakes cause a lot of ………33…….to buildings and people’s property . Scientists are not still
able to ………34…….when an earthquake will happen , but they can ……35……places where
earthquakes usually ……..36…… . Since earthquakes may happen any time , emergency services
should always be ready ………37………help .

C: passage (4)
Read the following passage and answer the questions as required.
Although microbes are very small , they are dangerous , since they cause many kinds of diseases .
When fresh air and good clean water enter our bodies , we are safe from microbes . If we are
healthy , the entered microbes don’t live long . Our bodies are covered with a substance which
protects the flesh and bones from the microbes .Inside our stomachs , there is a liquid that kills
microbes which enter them . Microbes live in dirt , so we should keep our bodies clean .
38. Microbes can’t continue living if we are ……………. .
39. People who live in dirty places get bad ………..
a)bodies
b)insects
c)diseases
d)bones
40. People are safe from microbes when they ……………. .
a)let microbes enter their bodies
b)don’t let anything enter their bodies
c)only use fresh air
d)use good and clean water
41.Small microbes aren’t dangerous .
a)True b)False c) Not mentioned
42.Microbes make some children blind . a)True b)false
c)Not mentioned
43.What does the skin do against microbes ? ………………………………………………………

Good Luck
Ezzati
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